Holtkamper
follows your
dreams
UNRIVALLED
QUALITY

SUPER FAST
SET-UP

SMART
INNOVATIONS

COMFORT
TO DREAM OF

For decades, Holtkamper has been leading the market with luxurious,
innovative and high quality tent trailers. The tent trailers excel in the
ease of use. How is this possible? Because the ingenious ideas are
designed and extensively tested by real camping enthusiasts.
We understand like no other how adventure goes hand in hand with
luxury, comfort and convenience.
Personal advice, good service and many extra options are the
norm at Holtkamper. We are genuinely interested in your wishes
and are keen to fulﬁl the dream of the modern camper. You have
a trailer tent... or you have a Holtkamper.

Nano

This two-person hard-top tent trailer exceeds all expectations.
The Nano can be set up in a ﬂash, it is really just a matter of unfolding
it and you are ready to go. This makes it ideal for touring and exploring.
Your sleep has also been considered in the design. This is because
the Nano is a longitudinal sleeper with a large, comfortable bed,
whereby the hardtop can be tilted at the rear of the trailer.
Nano • 2 berths

Cocoon

The ultimate tent trailer for the sporty camper who likes to go
off the beaten track. The Cocoon is beautiful on the outside and
comfortable on the inside.

Cocoon • 2 - 5 berths

HOLTKAMPER SLEEPING SYSTEMS
Those who think that you cannot sleep comfortably
in a tent trailer are wrong. In the Holtkamper sleeping
cabins you sleep in all luxury. The king-size cold foam
mattress and the slatted base ensure optimum comfort.
There are also excellent ventilation possibilities. The
windows can be opened from the inside without
steps, and the sleeping cabin has a large ventilation
wall with mosquito netting.
VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING IN
EXTREME HEAT
Always a wonderful climate in your tent trailer. That is
what the Holtkamer Membrane Air Conditioning Tent
System ensures. The ‘climate chamber’ between the
two roof layers retains heat in the cold and prevents
condensation when it rains. In hot summer weather,
the climate chamber insulates the roof from the inside,
so that the warm sunrays cannot penetrate the tent
as quickly. Is it over 30 degrees? Open the roof and
the hot air ﬂows out of the tent. The system ensures
that the sun has no chance to heat the tent again and
allows the cooler air to enter directly. Ventilation and
air conditioning in one!

Aero

PACK-N-GO!
You must have seen them before, people who have to
unfold the tent trailer completely to be able to reach
their stuff. With the Holtkamper Pack-N-Go System,
this is history. Whether you are packing or need to
get that one pair of sunglasses under the bed, with
the Pack-N-Go System you always have direct access
to the entire luggage space.
THE NEW UNFOLDING AND FOLDING
Unfolding and folding your tent trailer automatically
with one push of a button? The revolutionary
Holtkamper Wind®Force System makes it possible!
Within a few minutes, the ground sheet will put
itself in place and the tent will unfold completely.
Irrespective of the weather conditions. The system
works by means of overpressure and vacuum. It can
even be used to dry and cool the tent.

Behind your car, the Cocoon is a sturdy but light tent trailer that,
thanks to its compact shape, you will hardly ﬁnd in your car mirrors.
In the Cocoon you have a lot of luggage space.

The tent trailer that does not use loose tent poles and guy ropes.
This makes the tent easier to pitch and requires less ground.
The Aero is suitable for any travel group and has a large interior.
The Wind®Force System is integrated in this tent trailer, which
makes it possible to unfold and fold the tent at the push of a
button. In addition, the Aero has a comfortable king-size bed
with a luxurious cold foam mattress.
Aero • 2 - 5 berths

Kyte

This is the ultimate tent trailer, scalable for every family. Whether
you are two or ﬁve people, there is always a Kyte that ﬁts your
situation perfectly. The ‘no-pole awning’ ﬂoats above the ground,
creating a huge covered space, an absolute one-of-a-kind.

Kyte • 2 - 5 berths

The Kyte is equipped with all conveniences. The Wind®Force System
is integrated, and at the push of a button the tent folds out and in
automatically. In addition, the Kyte tent trailer has a beautiful, luxurious
bamboo kitchen. With three gas burners, a fridge, two large shelves,
many drawers and a practical water supply.

WWW.HOLTKAMPER.NL

Sales outlets:
TENT TRAILER CENTER
BASECAMP

TENT TRAILER CENTER
CONCEPSTORE

(open by appointment only)

Paganelstraat 12
7821 AA Emmen
the Netherlands
+ 31 (0) 591 – 668 966
mail@tenttrailercenter.nl

De Heldinnenlaan 211B
3543 MB Utrecht
+ 31 (0) 591 – 668 966
the Netherlands
mail@tenttrailercenter.nl

